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I sometimes have difficulty walking and use a cane. Recently on a journey to Northern Arizona, I knew I was going to pass near an iconic image of the Colorado River and the desire to witness that sight kept teasing me. I had read about the access to Horseshoe Bend and knew that it included a walk through sand that was about a mile from the parking lot. Although the hike was described in the guidebook as easy, I have learned those descriptions can be inexact for some of us. And to immerse myself in the sunset image I hoped to view also meant a long walk back to the car in the dark. It seemed too daunting for a while.

Fortunately, I\'m blessed to have a partner in life, Kenne, who loves to hike and explore while I stand at my tripod, and I knew he would not leave me to struggle with the hike alone. Here we were at the trailhead, it was an hour before sunset, and with a bit of trepidation in my heart we decided to hike to the river\'s edge.

I struggled on the way there. Really struggled.

The path was busy with photographers heavy laden with their gear. They bustled by us, hurrying to claim their place at the cliff for the best view. No gentle conversations or offers of help, they all seemed to be on a mission to get there before us. We made it while the sun was still a few inches high on the horizon. There was so much activity and so many more people than I expected. Some appeared to have been sitting there for hours claiming their spot for the perfect view, others had arrived shortly before me and nobody seemed willing to share their coveted space. It felt surprisingly contentious considering the place of spirit that we were sharing. But eventually we all found our positions at the cliff ledge and waited for the sunset to gift us.

And then it happened. Suddenly the sky built to a crescendo of unbelievably luminous beauty. The crowd softened. A simultaneous deep breath, a shared inspiration, changed the moment. "Did you see that? It looked like an eye!" Last-minute offers of the "best spot" were given to latecomers. Laughter and kindness filled the air. It felt as though we were breathing in unison. We all waited till the last bit of pink light could be seen on the horizon, then packed up and left together as a group. Smiles and offers of assistance came to me. A stranger carried my tripod so I could hold Kenne\'s arm. The trip back to the car was an easy walk filled with gratitude.
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